
Cleantech Forum Asia

Company Organization Description Company Website Company Region Type
Aakel Technologies EV fleet management and energy management system https://aakel.co.jp/en Asia Pacific Entrepreneurial

ADB Ventures
ADB Ventures is a leading early-stage VC focused on impact & 
climate tech http://www.adb.org Asia Pacific Investor

Aera VC
Investor at AeraVC, an early-stage venture firm investing in 
founders with deep technology to reverse climate change globally. http://www.aera.vc Asia Pacific Investor

Alacrity Canada
Alacrity Canada is a non-profit which works to expand Canadian 
Cleantech in international markets http://www.alacritycanada.comNorth America Non-profit

Ampotech Accelerating sustainability in the built environment http://www.ampotech.comAsia Pacific Entrepreneurial
Aramco Aramco Ventures - Sustainability Fund https://aramcoventures.com/Middle East Investor
Ardent Underground Large Scale Compressed Hydrogen Storage http://www.ardentunderground.comNorth America Corporation

Ascent Funds

Ascent Funds is a US energy transition fund investing across 
public and private markets. In 2020, the Ascent Hydrogen Fund 
was established as a venture strategy to find champions in the 
hydrogen technology space. http://www.ascent-funds.comNorth America Investor

Audacy Ventures

We are a venture group with projects worldwide covering 
hydrogen, energy storage, carbon capture, agri/food and many 
more http://www.audacyventures.comAsia Pacific Investor

BASF Venture Capital BASF East Asia Regional Headquarters Ltd. https://www.basf.com/hk/en.htmlAsia Pacific Corporation
Bloomberg Media http://Bloomberg.com Asia Pacific Media

bp Ventures
We invest in private, high growth, game-changing technology 
companies, who can help deliver bp’s net zero ambition globally. https://www.bp.com/en/global/bp-ventures.htmlEurope & Israel Investor

BrainBox AI
Digital controls company using AI to optimize HVAC equipment 
performance in buildings http://www.brainboxai.comAsia Pacific Service Provider

Breakthrough Energy

Breakthrough Energy’s aim is to inspire the world to develop and 
scale the critical solutions we need to reach net-zero 
emissions—so everyone can enjoy affordable, abundant clean 
energy. https://breakthroughenergy.org/North America Investor

Cathay Innovation

Cathay Innovation is a global venture capital partnership, created 
in affiliation with Cathay Capital, that invests in startups at the 
center of the digital revolution and the energy transition across 
North America, Latin America, Europe, Asia and Africa. As a 
multistage fund with over $2.5 billion assets under management 
and offices across San Francisco, New York, Paris, Shanghai, 
Beijing and Singapore, Cathay Innovation partners with visionary 
entrepreneurs and startups positively impacting the world through 
technology. http://www.cathayinnovation.comEurope & Israel Investor

Changi Airports International
Infrastructure management, advisory, investment. Ventures, Tech, 
Structuring, Innovations http://cai.sg Asia Pacific Corporation
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CHOMP

CHOMP is THE new food-saving app designed to change the way 
people feel about food consumption and encourage sustainable 
living in Hong Kong.  Our platform connects F&B businesses (like 
restaurants, cafes, bakeries and more) to customers who can 
purchase a Mystery Box of unsold food items directly from them.  
Download the CHOMP HK app today and start rescuing food in 
your area!  Pickup service only. https://chomphk.com/ Asia Pacific Entrepreneurial

ChopValue Manufacturing
The world's first circular economy business urban harvesting 
chopsticks to redefine waste to resource. http://chopvalue.com Asia Pacific Corporation

Clayton Hydrogen Technology Cluster

Clayton H2 is building an industry network, creating projects, 
leveraging government funding and mobilising investments to drive 
industry collaboration across the renewable energy supply chain https://claytonh2.org/ Asia Pacific Non-profit

CleanTech Geomechanics Developing innovative technologies for Energy Storage Systems http://www.cleantechgeo.comNorth America Corporation

Cleantech Group
Cleantech Group is the leading authority on global cleantech 
innovation http://www.cleantech.comNorth America Service Provider

Climate Solutions VC Specialist climate-tech investor http://www.climatesolutions.vcAsia Pacific Investor

CLP

CLP is one of the largest investor-owned power businesses in Asia-
Pacific with investments in Hong Kong, Mainland China, Australia, 
India, Southeast Asia and Taiwan. https://www.clpgroup.com/en/index.htmlAsia Pacific Corporation

DiviGas Hydrogen Separation Membrane http://www.DiviGas.com Asia Pacific Entrepreneurial

Ecocentric Group 

Ecocentric Energy help data centres reduce their environmental 
impact and increase operational efficiencies through AI-based 
digital transformation. http://ecocentric.energy Asia Pacific Service Provider

Elephantech
The first and only mass-producer of inkjet-printed circuit board, 
reducing its carbon footprint by 75% https://www.elephantech.co.jp/en/Asia Pacific Entrepreneurial

Embassy of Canada to Thailand Connect seller and buyer http://www.thailand.gc.caAsia Pacific Government

Emerald Technology Ventures

Emerald is one of the first venture capital firms to focus on 
sustainable industrial innovation. From intelligent water efficiency, 
to smart packaging, to innovations in electrification of transport and 
industrial automation, Emerald has been at the forefront of 
sustainability for many years. Globally active with offices in 
Singapore, Zurich and Toronto. http://emerald.vc Asia Pacific Investor

EmersonGrow Technology

EmersonGrow is a Markham, Ontario-based Agtech firm that has 
engineered and deploys patented LED lighting technology for 
vertical farming and indoor growing, founded on a vision to 
transform the user experience of LED Grow Lighting from Analog 
to Digital, enabling the introduction of Machine Learning to Home 
and Commercial Growers. http://www.emersongrow.comNorth America Corporation
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Engie Factory Asia-Pacific

ENGIE Factory is a startup studio of ENGIE Group – a global 
leader in low-carbon energy and services. At ENGIE Factory, we 
partner with founders to build new climate-tech startups to help us 
accelerate our transition to a carbon-neutral economy. We fund 
startups and support founders in scaling their businesses globally 
through collaboration with ENGIE. https://apac.engiefactory.com/Asia Pacific Corporation

Enterprise Singapore

We champion enterprise development and work with committed 
companies to build capabilities, innovate and go global. We also 
support the growth of Singapore as a hub for global trading and 
startups. As the national standards and accreditation body, we 
continue to build trust in Singapore’s products and services 
through quality and standards. https://www.enterprisesg.gov.sg/Asia Pacific Government

ESGTech
ESGTech is an ESG data management system enabling the easy 
collection, management and disclosure of material ESG data. http://esgtech.co Asia Pacific Entrepreneurial

Eurazeo

Eurazeo is a leading global investment company, with a diversified 
portfolio of €34.1 billion in AUM. As part of the Venture Smart City 
team, I invest in the most critical sectors to transition towards a low-
carbon economy worldwide: Energy, Mobility, Logistics, Buildings 
and Industrial Tech. https://www.eurazeo.com/enAsia Pacific Investor

Eutech Cybernetic

We are leading a transformation in the way the global construction 
and real estate industries view Smart Buildings, from merely using 
technology to coordinate management of day-to-day operations to 
one that delivers step-change improvements in productivity, cost 
and efficiency over the entire building life-cycle. http://www.iviva.com Asia Pacific Service Provider

Exponent Energy Full stack energy startup that charges EVs in 15-minutes https://www.exponent.energy/Asia Pacific Corporation

Export Development Canada
EDC supports the growth of Canadian companies with working 
capital solutions and trade connection opportunities http://www.edc.ca North America Service Provider

Forge Nano Nanotechnology company innovating around energy transition. http://Www.forgenano.comNorth America Entrepreneurial

Futurity Bio-Ventures

Futurity Bio-Ventures produces advanced renewable materials 
from lignin derived from a by-product of the pulp and paper 
industry. Futurity Bio-Ventures outperforms petrochemicals in a 
number of markets including phenolic resins, polyurethane foams 
and paper additives. https://www.futuritybioventures.com/Asia Pacific Entrepreneurial
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GCL Tech

Golden Concord Holdings Limited (hereinafter referred to as 
"GCL") is a global leading innovative enterprise that focuses on the 
integration of hydrogen storage in wind andsolar power generation 
and source network load storage, new energy, clean energy and 
new ecology of mobile energy industries, and the coordinated 
development of silicon materials, lithium materials, carbon 
materials, integrated circuit core materials and other related 
industries. The company drives innovation and development with 
leading green, low-carbon and zero-carbon energy technologies 
and follows a brand-new development mode of "scientific and 
technological GCL", "digital GCL" and "green GCL" under the 
national goals of achieving carbon peak and carbon neutrality. http://www.gcltech.com/ Asia Pacific Corporation

Gegadyne Energy

Gegadyne Energy is developing a Proprietary Battery Technology 
that can charge from 0-100% under 15 mins all of this while 
complying to highest safety standard https://gegadyne.com/ Asia Pacific Entrepreneurial

Genecis Bioindustries Genecis Bioindustries Inc. PHA manufacture & product application https://www.genecis.co/ North America Corporation

GNS Science
GNS Science is New Zealand’s leading provider of earth, 
geoscience, isotope and materials science research http://gns.cri.nz Asia Pacific Government

Gradiant
Vice President, Digital Solutions, Gradiant - Water Technology 
Company https://www.gradiant.com/North America Corporation

GrahamTek Nuwater Spore We are a water treatment company http://GT-Nuwater.com Asia Pacific Entrepreneurial
Green Gravity Gravitational energy storage developer https://greengravity.com/Asia Pacific Corporation
GreenLi-ion Lithium ion battery recycling technology start-up https://www.greenli-ion.com/Asia Pacific Entrepreneurial

Greenwoods International Company

Greenwoods International is a boutique advisory firm providing 
cross border consultancy services to foreign technology companies 
for developing projects and business partnerships with large 
Chinese enterprises in the clean energy and environmental 
sectors. http://greenwoodsintl.comAsia Pacific Service Provider

GridWiz

Clean Energy for Everyone Everywhere at Every Moment Gridwiz 
is an energy startup that provides an intelligent software platform 
integrating Gigawatt-scaled DERs (DR, energy storage, renewable 
energy, EV) to provide flexibility to the grid. Our clean and 
sustainable energy solutions are at the core of delivering benefits 
to our 800+ customers and healing the Earth. https://www.gridwiz.com/en/Asia Pacific Entrepreneurial

HAMR Energy Green Methanol producer http://www.hamrenergy.comAsia Pacific Entrepreneurial

HaoFood International

Leading clean label plant-based meat producer utlizing peanut 
byproduct to produce animal-free meat that is free from additive, 
flavour and colouring. Investors include Mode Nissin, Rich Food, 
Big Idea Venture, Brinc, Level VC and https://www.haofood.co/ Asia Pacific Entrepreneurial

High Commission of Canada Government of Canada https://www.tradecommissioner.gc.ca/index.aspx?lang=engNorth America Government
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Hitachi America
Hitachi is co-creating infrastructure that brings new value, making 
a fullilling life for people while protecting the needs of the planet. http://hitachi.com North America Corporation

Hitachi Energy

Hitachi Energy serves customers in the utility, industry and 
infrastructure sectors with innovative solutions and services across 
the value chain. https://www.hitachienergy.com/Europe & Israel Corporation

Hunting Energy Services
Hunting provides products and services to the upstream oil and 
gas industry. https://huntingplc.com/ Asia Pacific Corporation

InnoPower Energy and Innovation https://www.innopower.co.th/Asia Pacific Investor

Intensel

Intensel is a Climatech company based in Asia that combines deep 
climate science, data and analytics with financial expertise to 
measure, analyse and value risks related to climate change - down 
to the asset level. http://www.intensel.net Asia Pacific Service Provider

Invest Alberta
Invest Alberta works directly with organizations and investors 
globally to start up or scale up in Alberta. http://Www.investalberta.caNorth America Government

IQ Energy Australia

IQ Energy Australia (IQA) provides affordable modular advanced 
thermal treatment technologies, such as gasifiers, pyrolysers and 
indirect dryers. https://iq-energy.com.au/Asia Pacific Entrepreneurial

JFE Engineering Plant EPC company https://www.jfe-eng.co.jp/en/Asia Pacific Corporation
KC8 Capture Technologies Post combustion carbon capture process licensing company. http://www.kc8capture.comAsia Pacific Service Provider

Kilara Capital
Creating investment opportunities and sustainable infrastructure 
solutions on the path towards a zero carbon future. https://www.kilaracapital.com/Asia Pacific Investor

Krosslinker

KrossLinker is a deep-tech advanced material company that 
designs and develops the world's most advanced insulating nano-
material, Aerogel.  Our proprietary & patented disruptive platform 
technology produces high performance, cost competitive and 
energy efficient aerogels with green formulations for thermal 
insulation applications starting from biopharma cold chain. https://krosslinker.com/ Asia Pacific Entrepreneurial

KV Asia Capital Private Equity https://www.kvasiacapital.comAsia Pacific Investor

Lightrock
Lightrock backs purpose-driven companies tackling the world’s 
biggest challenges. https://www.lightrock.com/Europe & Israel Investor

Livent Corporation
Leading producer of high-performance lithium products for EVs 
and multiple industrial applications http://www.livent.com North America Corporation

Magenta Mobility
Building India's SAFEST & SMARTEST electric mobility ecosystem 
- Charging |Mobility | Technology http://www.magentamobility.comAsia Pacific Entrepreneurial

Main Sequence Deep tech venture capital firm. http://mseq.vc Asia Pacific Investor

National Energy Resources Australia 
(NERA)

Not-for-profit organisation focussed on leveraging low emissions 
and digital technologies to support Australia’s energy 
transformation at the same time as growing innovative SMEs and 
supply chains. http://www.nera.org.au Asia Pacific Non-profit

NEU Battery Materials Clean and sustainable lithium battery recycler http://Www.neumaterials.ComAsia Pacific Entrepreneurial
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Niocycle Technologies

Niocycle Technologies is an ambitious company, that started 
research in 2019 and was founded in 2021 in the Technology 
Development Zone in Türkiye. In 2022 the Company incorporated 
in the United States while becoming part of the PlugNPlay 
Network. Niocycle will accompany industries to realize successful 
and sustainable adaptation of technologies while considering a 
holistic and circular approach. Niocycle has assembled a very 
competent and determined crew, capable of innovative and 
sustainable thinking to accompany the vision and projects. One 
objective of Niocycle is to implement and roll out a highly efficient 
and environmentally friendly lithium-ion battery recycling process 
for batteries from electric vehicles but also notebooks, mobile 
phones, and other devices. Niocycle will actively contribute to 
increasing the world's ecosystem resilience along the value chain 
and reduce the dependency on primary resources by obtaining 
reusable critical raw materials by recycling. http://niocycle.com Middle East Corporation

Novalith Technologies Using carbon dioxide to simplify lithium chemicals production https://www.novalith.com.au/Asia Pacific Entrepreneurial

NTUitive 
NTUitive is Nanyang Technological University's innovation and 
enterprise company. https://www.ntuitive.sg/ Asia Pacific Academic

Oceania Marine Energy The future of sustainable shipping https://oceania.energy/ Asia Pacific Corporation
Paning Centennial Foundation Impact Investors - Climate Startups http://www.paningcentennial.org.hkAsia Pacific Non-profit

PCX
The only fully transparent marketplace for plastic responsibility 
credits from accredited, 3rd party audited plastic waste projects http://www.plasticcreditexchange.comAsia Pacific Entrepreneurial

PETRONAS Ventures
CVC arm of PETRONAS - focusing on tech (industry, energy, 
materials) investments in APAC & MENA https://www.petronas.com/ventures/Asia Pacific Investor

Powered Carbon
Powered Carbon is a green energy driven electrochemistry 
technology company focus in carbon utilization. https://poweredcarbon.com/Asia Pacific Corporation

PTT

PTT Public Company Limited or simply PTT is a Thai state-owned 
SET-listed oil and gas company. Formerly known as the Petroleum 
Authority of Thailand, it owns extensive submarine gas pipelines in 
the Gulf of Thailand, a network of LPG terminals throughout the 
kingdom, and it is involved in electricity generation, petrochemical 
products, oil and gas exploration and production, and gasoline 
retailing businesses. The company also owns Café Amazon, a 
popular coffee chain throughout South East Asia, which shops are 
often located next to PTT gas stations or inside malls. http://www.pttplc.com Asia Pacific Corporation
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Rambev

Welcome to Rambev, your premier environmental services startup 
dedicated to creating a sustainable and greener future for our 
planet. We are passionate about the environment and committed 
to providing innovative and comprehensive solutions to tackle the 
pressing environmental challenges of our time.    At Rambev, we 
understand the urgent need to preserve and protect our natural 
resources. With a team of highly skilled professionals and cutting-
edge technology, we offer a wide range of environmentally 
conscious services that cater to individuals, businesses, and 
communities.    Our flagship service is environmental consulting, 
where we work closely with businesses and organizations to 
develop and implement sustainable practices. Our experts conduct 
thorough assessments to identify potential environmental risks and 
provide tailored strategies to minimize ecological footprints, reduce 
waste, and optimize resource consumption. We assist in the 
development of green policies, energy-efficient practices, and 
waste management solutions, ensuring that our clients comply with 
environmental regulations while achieving their sustainability goals.    
We also specialize in environmental remediation, offering effective 
and efficient solutions to clean up contaminated sites. Our team 
employs state-of-the-art remediation techniques, including soil and 
groundwater remediation, to restore the health of affected 
ecosystems. We prioritize the use of environmentally friendly 
approaches, such as bioremediation and phytoremediation, to 
minimize the impact on surrounding ecosystems and promote 
ecological balance.    In addition to consulting and remediation, 
Rambev provides comprehensive ecological restoration services. 
We partner with governments, landowners, and conservation 
organizations to rehabilitate degraded habitats, preserve 
biodiversity, and enhance natural ecosystems. Our restoration 
efforts encompass reforestation, wetland rehabilitation, and the http://rambev.com Asia Pacific Service Provider

Regional Fish Institute
Innovate Aquaculture with the Power of High-Speed Breed 
Improvement. https://regional.fish/en/ Asia Pacific Entrepreneurial

RemSense 

virtualplant, a unique real world digital twin environment, that  
visualises data that supports decision making and enable process 
management for energy transition in operations and maintenance https://remsense.com.au/what-we-do/virtual-plant/Asia Pacific Service Provider

Restone Capital

Restone Capital is a venture capital, belongs to GCL Power 
Group, focus on climate tech investment to address climate 
change. Since 2017, we have invested in dozens of companies  
across clean energy, advance transportation and advanced 
material and manufacturing. https://www.restonecapital.comAsia Pacific Investor
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ROC Technologies

We have developed a new generation of Wave Powered 
GeneratorTM for offshore power supply in water depths greater 
than 50m http://www.roc-tech.com.auAsia Pacific Corporation

Roland Berger
A leading global strategic and operational consultancy focused on 
innovation, growth and sustainability http://Rolandberger.com Asia Pacific Service Provider

Rux Energy
Advanced materials company doubling the density and halving the 
cost of hydrogen storage http://www.ruxenergy.comAsia Pacific Entrepreneurial

Schlumberger New Energy SLB New Energy Investments https://www.slb.com/ Asia Pacific Investor

Schneider Electric Energy Access 
Asia

SEEAA was established in December 2019 to invest in South and 
Southeast Asian countries. SEEAA focuses on investing in early-
stage companies that benefit disadvantaged populations and foster 
the development of clean energy solutions under the following two 
goals:    Improving access to affordable and reliable energy ; 
Accelerating the transition toward renewable energy and Net-Zero . https://www.se.com/ww/en/about-us/sustainability/impact-investing.jspAsia Pacific Corporation

Scrum Ventures

Scrum Ventures is an early stage venture capital firm with offices 
in the US and Japan.  Our partners and investors comprise mainly 
of Japanese financials and corporates https://scrum.vc/ North America Investor

Sea6 Energy
Sustainable solution for Agriculture, Bioplastic and fuels based on 
large scale seaweed farming http://www.sea6eneegy.comAsia Pacific Entrepreneurial

Sea-Quester Offshore

Sea-Quester has an industrial scale, low cost, standalone, CO2 
geo-sequestration system comprising a minimum facilities, self-
supporting vessel called the "Carbon Harvester", and an integrated 
mooring and subsea production tree, called the "Pivotree" allowing 
injection of CO2 into offshore reservoirs. https://sea-quester.com.au/Asia Pacific Entrepreneurial

Shift4Good
We are backing the entrepreneurs reducing the environmental 
impact  of Mobility https://www.shift4good.comAsia Pacific Investor

SIF.vc ClimateTech early stage investment http://SIF.vc Asia Pacific Investor

Singapore Tourism Board

The Singapore Tourism Board (STB) is a statutory board under the 
Ministry of Trade and Industry of Singapore. It champions the 
development of Singapore's tourism sector, one of the country's 
key service sectors and economic pillars, and undertakes the 
marketing and promotion of Singapore as a tourism destination. https://www.stb.gov.sg/ Asia Pacific Government

Sino Group

Sino Group’s core business spans across the development of 
properties for sale and investment. We are also a key player in 
hotel and club management in China (Hong Kong and Mainland), 
Singapore and Australia. http://www.sino.com Asia Pacific Investor
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Solar Impulse Foundation

The Solar Impulse Foundation is a non-profit organisation founded 
by explorer and cleantech pioneer Bertrand Piccard. Following the 
success of the first round-the-world trip in a solar-powered plane, 
its mission is to accelerate the adoption of solutions capable of 
protecting the environment in an economically profitable way. https://solarimpulse.com/Europe & Israel Non-profit

Sopoong Ventures Early stage climate tech investor based in Korea. http://www.sopoong-global.netAsia Pacific Investor

SP Group

SP Group is a leading utilities group in the Asia Pacific, and 
provides a suite of sustainable energy solutions for customers in 
Singapore and the region. https://www.spgroup.com.sg/homeAsia Pacific

Square Peg Venture Capital http://spc.vc Asia Pacific Investor

SunGreenH2

SunGreenH2 is an award-winning startup that produces high 
performance electrolyzer components using proprietary 
nanostructured materials and nanocrystal engineering to achieve 
world leading performance and reduce the cost of electrolysers. 
The company has also developed a modular, high performance, 
scalable electrolyzer system that utilizes our proprietary 
component technology to produce low cost green hydrogen for 
application in industry, transport and energy storage. We are 
unlocking sustainable, scalable, on-site green hydrogen production 
globally. https://www.sungreenh2.com/Asia Pacific Entrepreneurial

Swire Pacific

Swire Pacific is a Hong Kong-based international conglomerate 
with a diversified portfolio of market leading businesses, which 
include, Beverages, Aviation and Properties. https://www.swirepacific.com/en/global/home.phpAsia Pacific Corporation

Temasek Foundation

We are looking to support disruptive climate innovations in the 
space of energy, decarbonisation, waste management and food at 
TRL 6 and above, through grants and beyond. https://www.temasekfoundation.org.sg/Asia Pacific Non-profit

Teredo Analytics Clarity Through Data http://www.teredo.sg Asia Pacific Entrepreneurial
Tohoku Electric Power Erectric Power Company in Japan https://www.tohoku-epco.co.jp/english_f/about/overview/Asia Pacific Corporation

Trade and Invest British Columbia

We facilitate foreign investment and enable businesses to 
successfully expand to and establish a business presence in 
British Columbia, Canada. We also help build connections and 
partnerships by promoting the trade of B.C. products and services 
globally https://www.britishcolumbia.ca/North America Government

TradeWorks Environmental 

TradeWorks Environmental Inc. is a woman-owned, cleantech 
solutions provider for hard-to-treat organic waste and wastewater 
using our innovative biotechnology, Ydro Process® 
Microorganisms to provide biological odor control, Fats, Oil, and 
Grease (FOG) elimination and Biological Optimization; reduction in 
sludge production, energy demand & chemical use. http://www.tradeworksinc.comNorth America Entrepreneurial

TRIREC TRIREC invests in early stage decarbonisation startups https://www.trirec.co/ Asia Pacific Investor
Twynam Investments We back entrepreneurs and companies who share our vision. http://www.twynam.com Asia Pacific Investor
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Vaulta
We make recyclable, high performance batteries for any 
application http://www.vaulta.com.auAsia Pacific Corporation

Vectors Capital Our mission is to help startups fight climate change globally https://www.vectors.earth/North America Entrepreneurial

Vertex Ventures Southeast Asia & 
India

Vertex Ventures Southeast Asia and India (VVSEAI) invests in 
high-growth start-ups seeking their first round of institutional 
venture capital funding in Southeast Asia and India. It has a long 
and strong track record of investing in early-stage startups and 
building champions across sectors. https://www.vertexventures.sg/Asia Pacific Investor

VFlowTech Flow Battery manufacturer in Singapore https://vflowtech.com/ Asia Pacific Corporation
Wildfire Energy Energy and hydrogen recovery from waste https://www.wildfireenergy.com.au/Asia Pacific Corporation

Zrou (by Youkuai Food)
We offer plant-based meat solutions to a global audience, from 
China http://www.Zrou-meat.comAsia Pacific Entrepreneurial
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